Expertise to Manage Industry Compliance More Efficiently

EcoStruxure Manufacturing Compliance Advisor

A cloud hosted digital services platform, with asset compliance at the core of the solution, designed to reduce testing costs, increase productivity and be audit-ready with a robust scheduling and testing process. EcoStruxure™ is Schneider Electric’s open, interoperable, IoT-enabled system architecture and platform.

Optimizing process equipment with EcoStruxure Manufacturing Compliance Advisor

eurotherm.com/compliance
How Does EcoStruxure Manufacturing Compliance Advisor Work?

EcoStruxure is Schneider Electric's IoT-enabled, plug-and-play, open, interoperable architecture and platform, in Homes, Buildings, Data Centers, Infrastructure and Industries. From Connected Products to Edge Control, Apps, Analytics and Services, EcoStruxure connects best-in-class operational technology (OT) solutions with the latest in IT technology to unlock trapped value in your operations and leverage the true potential of the Internet of Things.

EcoStruxure Manufacturing Compliance Advisor enables end-users and their service supply chain to manage asset testing and calibration activity within the digital platform and mobile application. This allows them to:

- Optimize manufacturing process equipment and surrounding plant facility
- Always be prepared for an audit, with instant access to test documentation via a QR code

Global Compliance

Collaborative Workflow Management of Your Assets

Digital Collaboration
Web-based and mobile app technologies to integrate operations

Compliance Status
Actionable insights to optimize compliance testing, applying universal standards across organizations.

Extended Organizations
Connect organizations to manage asset testing and compliance requirements
How Does a Digital Services Platform Improve the Operational Efficiency of a Production Environment?

Minimize Testing Costs
Simplify data collection with centralized test and compliance management, planning and performing of tests. A flexible and collaborative, duty based workflow across organizational boundaries.

Optimize Test Productivity
Minimize mistakes and re-testing costs, with a dedicated digital workflow and prescriptive work instructions. Avoid production disruptions and downtime by efficiently managing complex test schedules.

Aid Regulatory Compliance Process
Be prepared for an audit and help reduce audit preparation time, with on-site certificate retrieval via a QR Code, and historical data maintained at asset level. Manage asset compliance with real-time asset status, visible across the organization.

Help Reduce Operational Costs
Budget operational costs more effectively with a pay-as-you-go subscription that adapts with your business needs.

Manage Asset Compliance and Gather Data on Assets

**Agnostic Test Capability**
- Minimize technician mistakes
- Help reduce onboarding time
- Digital workflow

**Cross-organization Collaboration**
- Increase retention/productivity
- Defined workflows
- Prescribed test specifications

Efficiently manage compliance requirements and enjoy instant online access to your data* – affordably and reliably.

* Terms of Service - click here
Experience a free trial of EcoStruxure Manufacturing Compliance Advisor: eurotherm.com/compliance